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SPM 

•  Using the command line/scripts: 
➡  e.g. >> D=spm_eeg_convert(S); 

•  Using the GUI: 
➡  >> spm (or >> spm eeg) 



SPM 
•  Using the command line/scripts:	


➡  e.g. >> D=spm_eeg_convert(S); note: “history” cheat	


•  Using the GUI:	


➡  >> spm (or >> spm eeg)	


•  Using the batch facility:	


➡  GUI for setting up batching	


➡  ‘jobman’	




Getting data into SPM 

•  Convert function, appends “spm8_” 

•  From the command line/scripts: 

➡  >> D=spm_eeg_convert(S);  

•  From the GUI: 

 



SPM meeg objects 

•  Loaded MEG data is represented in 
Matlab as an meeg “object” 

• Objects - bit like a clever struct 
➡  contain information/data describing the object  

➡  can call functions (‘methods’) on the object 

•  these provide a simple and safe interface for getting information 
from the object and updating it  

•  Saved to disk as two files: 
➡  binary memory mapped data file (.dat) 

➡  header file (.mat) 



Some useful commands 

• D=spm_eeg_load(‘fname’) 

• Typing “D” summarises the object: 

Get data: data= D(:,:,:) 
Set data: D(1,2,3) = 1; 



Some useful commands 

• Type "help meeg/method_name" to get help about methods 



Some methods read and write 

chind = D.badchannels, returns the indices of all bad channels. 
D.badchannels([43:55], 1) will flag channels 43 to 55 as bad.	


Get data: data= D(:,:,:) 
Set data: D(1,2,3) = 1; 



• help meeg 

➡  help text for creating an meeg object 

➡  and lists the fields 

•  e.g. channels, sensors, trials ...  

SPM meeg objects 



Viewing data 
From GUI, or call  D=spm_eeg_load(‘filename’);	


spm_eeg_review(D);	




Viewing data 



Viewing Command History 

D= spm_eeg_load(‘filename’);	

H = D.history;	

H.fun; H.args	
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•  The definition of segments around events. 	


•  D=spm_eeg_epochs(S); appends ‘e’	


Epoching 
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Epoching 
•  The definition of segments 

around events.  

•  D=spm_eeg_epochs(S); 

•  Need to know: 
➡  event type (e.g. 'STI101_down') 
➡  event values (e.g. 1 or 2),  
➡  condition label (e.g. ‘faces’ or 

‘scrambled faces’). 
➡  time window to use around events 

(e.g. -100 to 1000 ms). 

•  Note: 
➡  SPM8 only supports fixed length trials  

trial 1	


trial 2	


trial N	


Full time course of data 
at a sensor	


+1000ms	
-100ms	


for each 	

condition	


e.g. time of face	

 presentation	




Epoching 

>> help spm_eeg_epochs 	

	

Epoching continuous M/EEG data	

  	

FORMAT D = spm_eeg_epochs(S)  	

S                     - input structure (optional)  (optional) fields of S:    	

S.D                 - MEEG object or filename of M/EEG mat-file with                          
continuous data   	

S.bc                - baseline-correct the data (1 - yes, 0 - no).   Either (to use a 
ready-made trial definition):    	

S.epochinfo.trl             - Nx2 or Nx3 matrix (N - number of trials)                                  
[start end offset]   	

S.epochinfo.conditionlabels - one label or cell array of N labels    
S.epochinfo.padding         - the additional time period around each                                  
trial for which the events are saved with the trial (to let the user keep and use                                  
for analysis events which are outside) [in ms] Or (to define trials using 
(spm_eeg_definetrial)):    	

S.pretrig           - pre-trigger time [in ms]    	

S.posttrig          - post-trigger time [in ms]    	

S.trialdef          - structure array for trial definition with fields      
S.trialdef.conditionlabel - string label for the condition     	

S.trialdef.eventtype      - string      	

S.trialdef.eventvalue     - string, numeric or empty     	

S.reviewtrials      - review individual trials after selection    	

S.save              - save trial definition   	

	

Output:  D                     - MEEG object (also written on disk)	
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Averaging: spm_eeg_average, appends ‘m’ 

trial 1	


trial 2	


trial N	
 -  “robust” averaging 
option(downweights 
outlier trials)  

-  Useful, but slow 

For each condition:	




Averaging: spm_eeg_average, append ‘m’ 



•  Contrast of evoked responses for 
different conditions.  

•  In data with 2 conditions (e.g. faces 
and scrambled faces), to compute 
the average evoked response across 
both conditions, use the contrast: 

➡  [1 1]       (e.g. scrambled faces ERF + faces ERF) 

•  To compute the difference between 
two conditions, use: 

➡  [−1 1]     (e.g. scrambled faces ERF - faces ERF)  

Contrasting: spm_eeg_weight_epochs, append ‘w’ 

Note: Linear combination, not average. Careful to be fair: [2 –1 –1]	




Grand Mean 

spm_eeg_grandmean(S), appends 'g'.	


	


	


Option to either do averaging weighted by the 
number of trials in each file (suitable for 
averaging across sessions within a subject) or do 
unweighted averaging (suitable for averaging 
across subjects).	




Merge 

 spm_eeg_merge(S), appends ‘c'.	


	


	


Useful for concatenating multiple sessions for 
the same subject	
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Resources 
•  SPM @ Wikipedia 
➡  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Statistical_parametric_mapping 

•  SPM @ Scholarpedia 
➡  http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/SPM 

➡  SPM @ WikiBooks 
 http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/SPM 

• MRC-CBU MEG wiki 
➡  http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/meg 



Practical: Exploring the M/EEG 
object 

!
• Download the practical dataset, from the Multi-modal face dataset 

SPM website.!
!
• See sections 37.1 and 37.2 in the SPM8 manual for a description 

of the MEG data.!
!
• Open Matlab and enter "spm eeg" from the Matlab command line 

to lauch SPM.!
!
• Follow sections 37.5 to 37.5.8 and 37.5.10 to 37.5.12 in the 

SPM8 manual (Multimodal face-evoked responses: MEG 
Analysis).!

!
• Note that the "MEG" directory referred to at the start of section 

37.5 is the directory created when you unzip the practical dataset.!
	



